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OMNILUX® is  

a premium product  

that can be offered at 

premium price. 
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“I have been wearing Omnilux® lenses for a few  
months now, and I recommend them wholeheartedly.  
The usability at intermediate distances is especially  
good compared to other lens designs.  Overall,  
Ominilux® lenses approaches natural accommodation.” 

“I was really skeptical about this OmniLux lens, which promised “continuous, sharp, natural vision at any 
gaze from distance to near without waves or distortions. There is no adaptation period.” I had tried progres-
sive lens twice, and each time had to abandon it because I wasn’t able to adapt. I finally had to settle on 
‘occupational computer lens’ which would allow me to see intermediate to near distant. 
 
All I can say is ‘Wow!!’. I’m a believer. These lens are amazing. More importantly, I don’t have to painfully 
look for that ‘sweet spot’ for intermediate vision. I sent in my existing Charmant rimless frame to have these 
OmniLux lens mounted on. The final product was nothing short of exceptional. From the time I sent in my 
frame to the time I received it back, it was exactly 2 weeks, even though they had to customize my lens 
shape, which was different from the demo lens on the frame. This will be the only place I will get my lens 
going forward. Highly recommended.” 
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Robert Shanbaum 
Top optical expert, Rock Star & Lawyer 
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Santa Clara, CA 

"Without deviation from the norm, progress is not possible." 
Frank Zappa  
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I hate glasses. All my life I was wearing contact lenses only. My husband convinced me 

to give a try to Michael's latest invention and boom I even don't own a pair of contacts 

anymore. This is totally impossible! Think twice before you try it as there is no way 

back, I promise. 

Joanna Bodnar, Wedding Photographer 

 

 

Omnilux is like a Viagra for vision. Level of natural performance feels so high you’ll feel it 

like you're there for the first time. After 12 months with this lens I simply can not imagine 

to get back to progressive. On  my field vision  is life. 

Adam Bodnar, Commercial / Advertising Photographer 
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